
Richmond High School Auch 

Review Comments  

Comment # AUCH Comment Response

1
On sheet A2.10J, there is a section B/A4.10 E‐W and one N‐S. 

the N‐S section should be D/A4.10 

French AN: Addressed and clouded as Add 1 on drawings

2

Detail G/A5.21 calls for expansion joint system at the head. 

What is to be provided at the floor at E/A5.13? There is no 

specification in 07 9500 for floor expansion.

French DJ: Expansion joint at floor not required.

3

Sheet M2.10D shows existing FTR at robotics D113 interfering 

with new gypsum walls.

Demolition limits need to be corrected.

SES: Plans adjusted. 

4
Drawing A5.12 has parapet and roof details called out on sheet 

A5.20.  Details are on A5.21. 

French AN: Addressed and clouded as Add 1 on drawings

5

On detail A/A5.12 there is a reference to CCD#3, and an 

obscured roof steel elevation. These need to be corrected.

French AN: Addressed and clouded as Add 1 on drawings

6

Detail R/A5.02 shows a stoop detail with a void area. Detail 

3/S3.03 shows the same stoop at a mass pour concrete. Which 

is correct?

French AN: Detail 3/S3.03 is accurate. Detail R/A5.02 is a 

general construction detail

7

On the canopy framing plan on sheet S2.10D, there is a 

W12x14 running N‐S that bears on a post, with other end 

bearing on CMU wall. What bearing plate size / #? What 

elevation? (not shown on 1/S2.10D.

Shymanski & Associates: See addendum #1 drawings.  See 

Arch. drawings for steel elevation.

8

Sheet P2.10 shows a 3” drain running east. C3.3H shows a 6” 

lead running N‐S. These should be coordinated.

SES: Direction adjusted on P2.10D See Addendum#1

9

There is a 4” watermain shown under the new canopy 

foundation (see C3.3H). Do we need to relocate watermain or 

provide a workaround detail?

Spalding JJB: Arch adjusted the wall and overhang by 2'‐8." 

This will eliminate the need to re route the water main. Place a 

3" pvc conduit around existing fiber line prior to encasing the 

foundations (notes added to plan). 

10

There is a new canopy shown on sheet A5.10, and A/A5.11. 

There is insulation shown in the canopy, but it is an 

unconditioned space / not tied to a heated space. Why the 

insulation?

French AN: Removed batt insulation from canopy, not 

required. Added two roof vents ‐ refer to roof plan.

11

Building elevations on sheet A/4.01 are mis‐labeled. Elevation 

E should be north. Elevation D should be north.

French AN: Addressed and clouded as Add 1 on drawings

12

B/A4.03 has a note pointing to infill a window with brick to 

match? Demolition drawing AD2.10D does not show 

demolition.

French AN: Infill does not apply to this elevation, not removed 

and clouded as Add 1 on drawings

13

Door D146B has spandrel glass above the door, with the finish 

exposed inside. Is this correct / should it be concealed?

French AN: Revised door type 6 on A3.01C accordingly.

14

Door D146A is shown a bi‐fold on the door schedule, but 

appears to be a slider on the plan.

Which is correct?

French AN: Bi‐fold ‐ Addressed and clouded as Add 1 on 

drawings

15

Door B108 is shown to have a louver on the door schedule, but 

it is a 90 minute rated door. Is there an integral fire damper? 

Door B108 shows an existing anodized frame (Aluminum 

usually NOT fire rated)

French DJ: Door is not required to be rated, removed fire 

rating from schedule.

16
Detail C/A5.10 is cut at entrance D144 on sheet A2.10D. There 

is no such detail on A5.10. 

French AN: Addressed and clouded as Add 1 on drawings

17
Drawing AD2.10F is missing the page number. French AN: Addressed and clouded as Add 1 on drawings

18

Detail A/A5.41 shows an exposed fire rated caulk joint 

between new portal frame and existing masonry. Fire rated 

caulk is red. Is this the intent?

French DJ/AN: Revised note to 'sealed control joint' refer to 

revised drawing.

19
Detail x/xx is cut twice on detail A/A5.41. These two details 

should be provided. 

French AN: Added detail numbers to section cuts

20
Section cut D/A5.40 is cut through some verbiage on A/5.41. 

What is the intent?

French AN: Removed section cut, did not apply to sheet
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21
What is the intended difference between demolition note 8.2B 

and 8.2C?

French AN: 8.2C is removal of door and hardware by others 

per ACM report.

22

There are nine items on AD2.10F with keynote 11.1. Are these 

items to be salvaged / turned over, or disposed of?

French AN: Per Owner disposed of except pepsi refigerator. 

Addressed and clouded as Add 1 on drawings.

23
Are the range and refrigerator in F105 to be salvaged or 

disposed of? 

French AN: Salvage ‐ coordinate with Owner.

24
Provide a specification for projection screens. French DJ: Owner has not selected projection screens types at 

this time.

25

Section A/5.13 shows a kicker to the metal stud fascia, and a 

blow up H/A5.20. H on A5.20 shows a kicker to the structural 

beam. Which is correct?

French AN: Added detail H/A5.21.

26
Detail E/A5.21 shows only roof membrane spanning the two 

walls. Should there be a below coping detail?

French AN: Revised and clouded as Add 1 on drawings

27
Keynote 4 on EP2.10B references a CU. Is the disconnect 

intended for the kiln? 

SES: Yes for the kiln.

28
There is no exhaust fan / discharge for the kiln shown in room 

B111 on sheet M2.10B.

SES: Plans adjusted. 

29

There is no new condensers / penetrations shown on the 

architectural roof plan. These need to be coordinated with the 

mechanical roof plan to indicate patching required.

French AN: Revised and clouded as Add 1 on drawings

30

Equipment plans 8.10x appear to show new marker boards and 

tack boards, but they are not called out. Elevations on A6.02 

do not identify them. Are they new? Existing to remain?

French AN: Refer to A8.01 for designations ‐ noted on A8.10D 

D109, D111. A8.10F F105 and F108

31
Roofing removal at the canopies is not shown on the roofing 

demolition plan. It should be added.

French AN: Revised and clouded as Add 1 on drawings

32

Dumpster enclosure note on the roofing demolition plan is 

correct, but does NOT match the detail. Detail B/5.30 should 

match (shows split face). Top course of smooth masonry need 

only be as thick as the new metal coping.

French AN: Revised detail B on A5.30 as clouded. 

33

Wall section B/A5.12 shows the new roof ladder attaching only 

to the masonry veneer.

Shouldn’t the attachment be to the CMU structural wall?

French AN: Revised detail B/A5.12 as clouded.

34
There is a new ice machine shown in G127 on sheet A2.10G. 

There is to water, drain, nor electrical shown.

SES: Plumbing Added on P2.10G See Addendum#1

35
There are no sections through the storefront / curtainwall on 

A4.03. Please provide. 

French AN: Refer to detail A/A4.10 and plan details H & J/ 

A5.40

36
Should have composite building key plan on structural drawing 

title block.

Shymanski & Associates: Updated on revised sheets.

37

Specification 09 8420 specifies Wenger as the basis of design. 

Wenger cancelled many orders this summer / did not fulfill 

their obligations. Should another manufacturer be included?

French DJ: Spec to remain as‐is. Others seeking to bid can 

submit a subsittuion request for reivew.

38
Specification 09 468, the header and footer numbers do not 

match.

French AN: Revised footer accordingly. 

39

At the page turn, double doors to exterior in corridor D114 

were requested to be replaced (by the owner). That work is 

not shown, but should be added.

French AN: Addressed and clouded as Add 1 on drawings

40
Entry stoop foundation is NOT shown on S2.10D at door D144. Shymanski & Associates: See addendum #1 drawings. 

41
On sheet AD2.10D, the slab demolition for new foundations is 

not shown at D111 and D112. 

French AN: Addressed and clouded as Add 1 on drawings

42

Specification 07 6200 references copper wall flashing. This is 

an outdated spec. flexible sheet flashing should replace it 

(copper is no longer favored by masonry institute).

French DJ: New masonry walls should include the flexible wall 

flashing system specified in section 04 2200.
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43

Paint specification calls for gallons of paint to be turned over 

to the Owner. Many Owners do NOT want actual paint now. 

Simply want a color / finish schedule. Should verify with RCS.

French AN: Owner requests paint color/code only, revised 

specification accordingly. 

44

Do we need to do the above ceiling stenciling of rated walls at 

existing walls, or just new? No rated walls are shown on

French DJ: This is up to the building/fire inspectors. All new 

fire‐rated walls should include stenciling.

45

Existing flagpole is shown on C2.2H, with a new flagpole on 

C4.3H. Is the existing sleeve to be reused?

Spalding JJB: Existing flagpole and foundation to be removed. 

Added note to drawing C4.3H, "Proposed flagpole and 

foundation. Refer to specification provided by architect" No 

detail for the flagpole required.

46
Are the new volleyball posts the same size as the existing 

sleeves?

French DJ: Unknown what size the existing posts are. Please 

provide as specified. 

47

At the page turn, it was stated that the new scoreboard was to 

be wireless. Sheet EP2.10J shows floor boxes and raceways for 

the scoreboard. Is this correct?

SES: Yes this is correct. The power is the table, and data 

conduit would be future if not used.

48

Casework note #3 on A8.01 says that casework locks to be 

keyed alike. None of the drawings indicate locks. Are they to 

be provided? Spec says 12 3210 2.5.F clarifies locking 

requirement.

French AN: Refer to general note #3 on A8.01 and 

specifications.

49
Where is the shipping container at the high school being 

moved to?

French DJ: Shipping container is to move to middle school

50

There is 8” stone ground cover on C4.3H. See detail SB/C4.7H. 

Is a geotextile fabric required below? Is a landscape border 

require?

Spalding JJB: Geotextile fabric can be add under the 8" stone. 

Detail "SB" on C4.7H has ben updated to refelct this change. 

Landscape border should be added in the spots where there is 

no curb or sidewalk present. Note was added to C4.3H 

51
Elevation B on sheet A4.01 references A5.03. Should be A/ 

A5.30.

French AN: Revised and clouded as Add 1 on drawings

52

Drawing A2.10F classroom F106 shows G/A5.31. Note calls out 

relocation of existing unit ventilator. Mechanical drawings call 

for new UV‐1 at that location, NOT a relocated unit. 

French AN: Revised Arch note for a new unit.

53

Detail G/A5.31 shows a low louver opening. Vertical unit 

ventilator louver opening is a different configuration (tall 

versus wide). Could use steel lintel. 

French AN: Revised and clouded as Add 1 on drawings

54

Drawing MD2.10D shows demolition of two horizontal unit 

ventilators in D111. Infill of these two openings is shown on 

A2.10D. Is any insulation / vapor barrier required? 

French AN: Addressed and clouded as Add 1 on drawings

55

There is a roof conductor overflow on P2.10 discharging on the 

sidewalk between the gym door and the fitness room door.  

Should the discharge be relocated west of the gym doors?

SES: This is an emergency fixture only and will only discharge 

water in the event the primary roof sump/rain conductor is 

blocked.

56
Elevation A/A6.06 does NOT show door #J100C French AN: Addressed and clouded as Add 1 on drawings

57
On sheet A6.05, there is a blow op detail A/A5.50 in the lower 

right. That detail is a reception desk?

French AN: Removed blow up and clouded as Add 1 on 

drawings

58
Elevation A on A6.05 should be elevation B to match A2.10J. French AN: Revised and clouded as Add 1 on drawings

59
Elevation C on sheet A6.06 should be marked B to match 

A2.10J

French AN: Revised and clouded as Add 1 on drawings

60

At the DD drawing page turn, the Owner requested that the 

south wall of the stage should be painted black. All walls are 

shown as existing on 3.02A

French AN: Confirmed with Owner to repaint all walls behind 

curtain black. Revised and clouded as Add 1 on drawings 

(added black paint color to A3.03)

61

The Owner requested at the fire alarm pre‐bid that Door 

D113B be revised to be double door with removable mullion

French AN: Revised door D113B accordingly.
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62

Lockers in G131 are labelled qty (4) L7. There are five shown. 

Owner requested five at the page turn. Should the quantity be 

corrected?

French AN: Quantity revised to (5) on A8.10G.

63 The fencing specification 32 3113 (footer is incorrect). Spalding JJB:  Footer has been fixed

64

Fencing specification 32 3113 2.2A calls for 12ft high fence. Is 

this correct at all locations?

Spalding JJB:  The specification 32 3113 section 2.2A calls for 

the fabric to be heights of 12 feet and less. This covers all 

fences 12 feet and shorter in height. The fence located by the 

transporation building is 6 feet high to match existing

65

Owner noted at the page turn that the existing fencing north 

of the bus garage lot on C4.4H needs to be removed and 

relocated to be on the correct side of the property line

Spalding JJB: Chain link fence that is on the wrong side of the 

property line has been removed and replaced with new fence. 

The new chain link fence will be on the correct side of the 

property. Drawings have been updated and revclouded

66

C3.7H provides details of the retention system. Dimension A 

says “depth of stone to be determined by engineer”. What is 

that thickness?

Spalding JJB: Sheet 3 of 6 on C3.7H calls for a min. thickness of 

6." (this comment was copied over from the middle school 

excel file)

67

Structure OCS A2 has three pipes, yet only one invert 

elevation. Is that correct? The detail shows pipes at different 

elevations

Spalding JJB: OCS A2 has three pipes and there should be 

three inverts on the drawing. Drawing updated. Detail has 

been corrected and pipe inverts shown correctly (this 

comment was copied over from the middle school excel file)

68

There is no concrete collar shown on OCS A2. Is that correct? Spalding JJB: The is no need for a concrete collar on a manhole 

(this comment was copied over from the middle school excel 

file)

69
Gymnasium wall padding to have logos ‐ will this be added to 

spec? Drawings?

French DJ: No logos to be added to wall padding in new aux 

gymnasium.
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